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It is fair to say that one of the fastest-moving areas in technology, in terms of innovation and “coolness,” is the Web. In the space of ten years, it has gone from being a near text-only medium to a platform upon which developers can create immersive and highly interactive experiences. The impacts on business, entertainment, and everyday tasks have been huge.

And just when a lot of people were thinking we had reached a peak, along came the concept of mashups, applications that combine information from more than one source into a single application. They empower users to view data in new and infinitely more useful ways, and they empower developers to push the limits of their imagination.

Adobe Flex and Adobe AIR provide a solid platform that enables developers to quickly and easily build mashup applications with proven toolsets and knowledge already in use. The Adobe Flash platform allows these applications to be deployed to an audience that has widely accepted Flash as a safe and powerful delivery platform.

I first started playing with AIR back when it was still referred to by the code name Apollo at the end of 2006. Having experimented with many cross-platform desktop technologies in the past, I was a bit skeptical as to whether AIR would really be any good. Usually a lot of compromises are made, or developers still need to produce lots of platform-specific code.

Pretty much the same day I got my hands on the SDK, I had to fly from Phoenix to London Heathrow. Having watched all of the decent movies on the outward flight, I was glad to have something to occupy myself, so I opened my laptop and fired up Flex Builder. By the time I had arrived in London, I had converted several widgets and web applications to run as AIR applications, and I was well on my way to creating some other dashboard applications.

What struck me almost immediately was that this was no different from building a web application using Flex, Flash, or even JavaScript. Applications were still written in a similar way, and even the additional AIR APIs available were straightforward and intuitive to use. Suddenly I realized that I could add “cross-platform desktop application development” to my list of skills.

AIR is a technology that has massive implications for developers. It has the potential to empower developers to create integrated experiences, taking interaction beyond the browser, and also to be a catalyst for innovation. As a result, this book is about exploring both the technological and creative sides of developing mashups; it provides inspiration about what is possible and is backed up by technical tips and guidance when working with Adobe Flex and AIR.
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Essential Lightwave 3D 8 (Book w/ CD-ROM)Wordware Publishing, 2005
What you have in your hands is, quite simply, a collection of tools and techniques that
many professional LightWave artists use every single day doing what we do in our
various fields. The tools and techniques explored in this book are essential to creating
the caliber of imagery that you see on film and television and in print and...
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Microsoft Power BI Quick Start Guide: Build dashboards and visualizations to make your data come to lifePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get actionable insights from your data using the data visualization capabilities of Microsoft Power BI

	
		Key Features

		
			Get to grips with the fundamentals of Microsoft Power BI and its business intelligence capabilities
	
			Build accurate analytical models, reports, and...
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The Engaging Leader: Winning with Today's Free Agent WorkforceKaplan Business, 2003


	During the summer of 1999, I was reading about the collapse of

	the Colorado Rockies baseball team under manager Jim Leyland.

	Leyland came to Colorado as a high-priced savior, but he and the

	team never meshed. Things got so bad that he announced his resignation

	before the first season was over. This came as a mystery to

	the...
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Marketing in Travel and TourismRoutledge, 2009

	Marketing in Travel and Tourism aims to guide and support readers through the complexities of tourism marketing in the 21st Century. It sets out clear explanations of marketing principles and concepts adapted from mainstream services marketing, and goes on to illustrate the range of applications currently practised in the modern...
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Beginning R: The Statistical Programming LanguageWrox Press, 2012

	This book is about data analysis and the programming language called R. This is rapidly becoming the de facto standard among professionals, and is used in every conceivable discipline from science and medicine to business and engineering.


	R is more than just a computer program; it is a statistical programming environment and...
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Practical Finite Element Modeling in Earth Science using MatlabJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Mathematical models have become a crucial way for the Earth scientist to understand and predict how our planet functions and evolves through time and space. The finite element method (FEM) is a remarkably flexible and powerful tool with enormous potential in the Earth Sciences. This pragmatic guide explores how a variety of different Earth...
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